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Installing Monitor in CH Series Case
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Place the FSI Solutions carrying case with
integrated hood with the logo (front)
facedown on a flat, stable surface, unzip then open the back of the case.
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Unbuckle the two quick release buckles,
fully extend both binding straps and pull
them outside of the top and bottom of the
case . Next move the kick stand and press
it against the inside top of the case so that
the velcro holds the kickstand in the upward position clear of the inside of the case.
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Remove any monitor pillows affixed to
the sides or top of the inside of the case.
Prepare the monitor for case configuration by removing any desktop stands or
anything that will impede the secure installation of the monitor inside the case.
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Install any protective cover before installing the monitor in the case. If there is no
protective cover in use avoid direct contact with the panel, hold the outside chassis of the monitor or the monitor mount
and gently insert the monitor into the case
top first ensuring that none of the binding straps or quick release buckles fall in
front of the monitor. Next visually inspect
the monitor inside the case to ensure
that it is centered and that all four binding straps are fully behind the monitor.
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Slide the four binding straps along the piping found inside the top and bottom of the
case to maximize accesability to the inputs
and optional battery plate then connect
the top and bottom quick release buckles
and pull the excess binding strap so that
it sits firmly to the back of the monitor.
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￼

If
necessary,
attatch
the
adaptable side and top monitor pillows to
the case in order to ensure a snug fit.
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Fold the kickstand to the bottom inside
edge of the case and store any camera
or monitor accessories in the two internal
rear accessory pockets then zip the rear
of the case until the case is fully closed.
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Turn the carrying case over so that the FSI
Solutions logo is face up and open each of
the four sides of the integrated hood to inspect the installation of the monitor inside
the carrying case to ensure that the monitor
is centered and the entire panel is visible.
Adjust as necessary and you are ready to use
your CH carrying case with hood in the field.
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